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Nordic Ski Waxing Kit

Waxing isn't just for Olympic athletes, and we're not talking about waxing your leg hairs.
The secret to getting more enjoyment and performance out of your cross-country skiing is
to understand the use of wax on your skis and how it effects their performance.

The purpose of waxing is either to create friction, or grip, in the case of kick wax, or to
reduce it as with glide wax. The intention with the waxing process is to make the ski base
as compatible as possible with the features of the snow surface. However, the snow
conditions change with time and temperature.

A one step wax for waxless skis is Easy Glide made by Swix. It cleans and waxes your base
providing a barrier that protects your base as well. It also prevents snow from sticking at
temperatures around zero.

Winter Service Rates
(Huntsville Location Only)

Alpine/Nordic/Snowboard Tune $30.00
Alpine/Nordic/Snowboard Hot Wax $15.00
Alpine/Nordic Binding Mount $30.00
Alpine Binding Adjustment $12.00
Alpine Race Tune $40.00
Labour Minimum $4.98
Labour Per Hour $39.98

Websites
• Swix wax products
• Swix Waxing School

Waxing Clinics
We offer a waxing clinic every winter, see our
online calendar on our website for the clinic
date.
Junior Halfback Program
Bring back any junior ski or boot the
following season and receive half of the
purchase price towards new gear on trade in.

Grip wax essentials

□ scraper - used to remove old or wrong temperature wax

□ iron - a heat source to melt and apply your wax.

□ grip waxes - for the days temperature range, better to carry too many than not
enough

□ Swix cera wax system - allows you to cover all temps below zero in 3 waxes!

□ synthetic cork - for smoothing & melting as you rub over the grip wax

□ thermometer - great for being sure you're using the correct temperature wax

□ fiberlene - to remove all the wax and residue from your ski base

□ citrus cleaner - to remove wax from your ski base, comes in spray or liquid
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